ATHLETIC CONTRACT REVIEW MEETING #5
March 15, 2018
AGENDA:

Topic #1: Reengage with Committee. (2 minutes)

Topic #2: Brief review of all previous meetings. Discussion on common themes from all members,
expressed as well as written in their turned in contract. Agreement of previous Contract Minutes. Brief
review of the format changes with copies to everyone. (10 minutes)
As a group, the committee spoke on how we have reviewed numerous contracts from other school
districts along with our current contract. It has become a consensus that the committee would like to
recommend a shorter length athletic contract. Each committee member was given an updated version of
the revised contract template to review before further in depth analysis.

Topic #3: Introduce Content change to the current Athletic Contract and proposed Athletic Contract.
Open discussion will be held to first determine what is needed and not needed in terms of content. Page
by page analysis will be conducted with majority agreement. Majority agreement is more than half of the
present committee in agreement. Jon Schlesing will take note of the agreed content adjustments. (30
Minutes)
This section of the meeting took the entirety of the meeting. The committee reviewed each section of the
revised contract template. All aspects were looked into, including language and format. Focal points that
were discussed in great length were the drug/chemical abuse section, violations, and standards. These
conversations sparked the need for more evaluation into these sections and a sixth meeting, to take place
in April.

Topic #4: Review appendix sections for content and placement (Availability online or physical copies).
(30 Minutes)
This section was not covered during the meeting. A large portion of Contract Meeting #6 will be focused
on the content of each appendix section that currently exists in the Victor Schools Athletic Contract.

Topic #5: Introduce the process for which the new contract can be proposed to the Board of Education.
This conversation will be made only if everyone is in agreement with the proposed contract and Meeting
#6 is not needed. (5 Minutes)
This section was not covered during the meeting. Processes for the committee’s recommendation on the
revised athletic contract will take place at the conclusion of Contract Meeting #6.

Topic #6: Good of the Order (2 minutes)

Meeting #6 will be TBD. Jon Schlesing will be in contact via email with all committee members to
gather dates of availability. Meeting minutes from today will be sent out to all committee members
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within a few days. Any questions, comments or concerns can be directed to Jon Schlesing at
schlesingj@victorschools.org.

